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Understanding the preferred growth orientation of metal films is of great
significance for optimizing film properties and preparing films with special
structures. However, early works mainly focused on the preferred growth
orientations of FCC and BCC metal films, the preferred growth orientation of
HCPmetal films and its formation mechanism are unclear. In this work, Ti film was
deposited onMgO(100) substrate bymagnetron sputtering at 523 K. The preferred
growth orientation of Ti film and its formation mechanism were studied by
experiment and first-principles calculation. XRD results found the preferred
growth orientations of Ti film on MgO(100) substrate were Ti(001), Ti(100), and
Ti(101), with Ti(001) being the most favored. First-principles calculation results
showed the preferred growth orientation of the Ti film on the MgO(100) substrate
was determined by a combination of interface separation work and lattice strain.
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1 Introduction

Composite materials consisting of metal thin films and ceramic substrates (metal/
ceramic) are widely used in various fields such as coating, sensors, solar cell, and
microelectronic device manufacturing (Chen et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2021; Ibrahim
et al., 2022; Qin, 2022; Wu et al., 2022), because metal thin films can be precisely
engineered to exhibit specific structures and properties, while ceramic substrates provide
stability and insulation, allowing for customized functionalities. Taking Nb/MgO (100) as an
example, it has been found that the growth direction of niobium thin films can be controlled
by controlling deposition conditions, and niobium thin films with different orientations
exhibited different superconducting behaviors (Beringer et al., 2013). Typically, when metal
film is deposited on ceramic substrate, the film tends to exhibit one or more preferred growth
directions (Lei, Yan, and Xiao Nan, 2018; Gao et al., 2019). By studying these preferred
growth directions, the crystal structure of the metal film can be determined. This knowledge
helps us to understand the arrangement of atoms during film deposition, thereby facilitating
the formation of specific crystal planes.

In the studies of preferred growth orientations, MgO (magnesium oxide) is often used as
a substrate material because of its simple sodium chloride structure and the ease of obtaining
pristine surfaces. When Cu (Zhang et al., 2015), Ag (You, Liang, and Wei, 2018), Al (Yang
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et al., 2015) and Ni (Lukaszew et al., 2003) thin films are deposited
on MgO substrates, these films tend to grow in alignment with the
substrate’s orientation. This is known as the cubic-on-cubic
orientation relationship between FCC metals and MgO substrates
(Ernst, 1995). In the case of BCC metals [e.g., Nb (Fu et al., 2014), V
(Du et al., 2017), Cr (Wang et al., 2011), and Fe (Serizawa et al.,
2019)], the most preferred growth directions on MgO(100),
MgO(110), and MgO(111) substrates are commonly [100], [112],
and [110], respectively. Overall, the most preferred growth
orientations of FCC and BCC metals on MgO substrates are
widely recognized. However, in contrast to the extensive studies
of BCC and FCC metal films, limited research has been dedicated to
exploring the preferred growth orientation of HCP metal films
(Vipin et al., 2008; Yongzhong et al., 2008; Moskovkin et al.,
2021). The preferred growth orientations and formation
mechanism of HCP structured metal films on MgO substrates
are currently unclear.

One reason is that the preferred growth orientation of HCP
structured metal films is significantly influenced by deposition
conditions. Taking titanium, for example, titanium has a HCP
structure at room temperature and normal pressure, and
titanium thin films possess excellent corrosion resistance and
friction resistance, which are related to the crystal orientation of
the films (Song et al., 2012). Kado utilized electron beam evaporation
at 273 K to deposit Ti thin films on MgO(100) substrate (Kado,
2000). It was observed that films with a thickness below 4 nm possess
an FCC structure. Conversely, films with a thickness exceeding 6 nm
exhibit an HCP structure, with the orientation of Ti(001)//
MgO(100). However, Harada et al. reported the preferred
orientation is Ti(101)//MgO(100) when the sample is prepared at
room temperature and subjected to heat treatment at 1173 K for
30 min (Harada and Ohkoshi, 1997). Vipin et al. (2008) investigated
the growth orientation of titanium films on Si(100) substrates in the
temperature range of 373–873 K. They found that the preferred
growth orientations for the titanium films were (100), (110), and
(101). Moreover, they observed that the optimal growth direction
varied with different substrate temperatures. Thus, there is still
controversy regarding the most stable growth orientation of Ti
film on MgO(100) substrate. Another significant reason is the
complexity of the atomic arrangement in HCP structured metals.
For instance, the atomic arrangement on the (001) and (100) crystal
planes of HCP structured metals differs, and the [101] crystal
direction in the HCP structure is not perpendicular to the (101)
crystal plane. As a result, the intricate crystal structure, combined
with an uncertain stable interface structure, presents challenges in
modeling the interface between HCP structured metals and MgO
substrates. During the initial stages of computer simulation research
on metal/MgO interfaces, the focus was primarily on FCC and BCC
metals (Benedek et al., 2000; Du et al., 2016; Fang, Zhang, and
Zhang, 2016; Yang et al., 2023). To our best knowledge, there is
currently no computer simulation study on the interface structure
between Ti film and MgO substrate.

Understanding the preferred growth directions of metal thin
films involves various factors such as crystal structure, lattice
matching, surface energy, and substrate orientation. One
perspective suggests that the preferred growth orientation is
primarily attributed to a system’s effort to decrease the
nucleation barrier through the formation of a low-energy

interface (Herr, 2000). Thus, calculating the interface energies of
different interface models allows us to predict the preferred growth
orientation. Based on this viewpoint, Fu et al. conducted
experimental and first-principles calculations to examine the
interface structures of Nb/MgO(100) (Fu et al., 2014), Fe/
MgO(100), and V/MgO(100) (Du et al., 2017). They discovered
that the stable interface observed in the experiment exhibited the
largest interface separation work for all three systems. They
suggested the interface separation work played a crucial role in
determining the preferred growth orientation. However, Fu’s
research solely focused on the most preferred growth orientation
between BCC metals and MgO(100) substrate. It remains uncertain
whether calculating the interface separation work can determine the
preferred growth orientation of HCP structured metal films.

In order to clarify the preferred growth orientation of Ti film on
MgO(100) substrate and explore its formationmechanism, in this study,
we will begin by applying the magnetron sputtering technique to coat a
titanium film onto anMgO(100) substrate. Subsequently, XRDand SEM
analysis will be employed to determine the preferred growth orientation
and the cross-section morphology of the film. Additionally, First-
principles calculation method will be used to investigate the
underlying formation mechanism of the preferred growth orientation.
The findings indicate that the (001) orientation is the most favored
growth orientation for the Ti thin film on the MgO(100) substrate. The
preferred growth orientation is determined by the combination of
interface separation work and lattice strain, which is different from
the situations in BCC metal films on MgO(100) substrates.

2 Material and methods

Ti thin film was deposited on single crystal MgO(100) substrate by
means of direct current magnetron sputtering with ultra-high vacuum
multifunctional magnetron sputtering equipment (SD-550). The purity
of the sputtering target (5 cm diameter and 0.5 cm thick) was 99.99%,
and the single crystal MgO(100) substrate (10 mm× 10mm× 0.5 mm)
was polished with a surface roughness less than 3 nm. Both the target
and polished substrate were provided by Hefei Microcrystalline
Technology Co., Ltd in China. Prior to the deposition, the vacuum
chamber was evacuated till the pressure is better than 2.6 × 10−4 Pa.
After that, the sputtering was carried out in an Argon atmosphere with
the gas pressure of 0.66 Pa. The distance between target and substrate,
deposition temperature, deposition power and deposition time were set
to 5 cm, 523 K (250°C), 100W, and 60 min, respectively. After the
sample is prepared, the preferred growth orientation of Ti film was
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker, D2 PHYSER), and the
cross-section view of the sample was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, TESCAN, VEGA3).

Figure 1A displays the primitive unit cell of titanium (Ti) with
HCP structure. The optimized lattice constants of this model are a =
b = 3.019 Å, and c = 4.779 Å. The computed lattice constant is
slightly larger than the experimental value due to the utilization of
GGA (Perdew and Zunger, 1981) as the exchange correlation
function during structure optimization. Ti(001) plane is the
terminal plan (x-o-y plane) in this model. Similarly, Figures 1B,
C depict the smallest unit cells featuring the terminal planes of
Ti(100) and Ti(101) respectively. Table 1 provides the structural
information of Ti three unit cells. Figure 1D showcases the unit cell
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of magnesium oxide (MgO) with the optimized lattice constant of
4.299 Å.

Using the “interface builder” toolbox in Atomistk ToolKit
(ATK) software (Smidstrup et al., 2020), we construct possible
coherent interface structures made up of two surfaces. The

schematic diagram is depicted in Figure 2. Initially, we identify
the potential unit cells within a super-cell for both surfaces, as
illustrated in Figures 2A, B [denoted as (Ai, Ai+1, Ai+2, . . . ) and (Bi,
Bi+1, Bi+2, . . . )]. The lattice vectors of any two-dimensional unit cells
on the two surfaces can be represented as [(a1x, 0), (b1x, b1y)] and
[(a2x, 0), (b2x, b2y)]. Subsequently, we match the unit cells one by one
to create coherent interfaces, as shown in Figure 2C. The coherent
interface is formed by applying two positive strains (ε11, ε22) and one
shear strain (ε12) on a single unit cell, with the transformation

expressed as
1 + ε11 ε12

0 1 + ε22
( ) a2x b2x

0 b2y
( ) � a1x b1x

0 b1y
( ). The

average strain (ε) is used to represent the average strain in the
deformation unit cell, which is defined as ε = (|ε11|+|ε22|+|ε12|)/3.
Next, the number of coherent interfaces is reduced by setting cut-off
values for average lattice strain ε (<9.5%) and total number of atoms
N (<20 atoms). Subsequently, a slab model is constructed by
increasing the number of layers for both surfaces to a minimum
of six (here, N < 120 atoms), and a vacuum layer of 15 Å is added.
Previous research has indicated that there are three commonly
observed growth directions in Ti thin films, namely, Ti(001),
Ti(100), and Ti(101) (Jyoti et al., 2017; Hongkai et al., 2019). In
this study, these three planes are selected to match the substrate
[MgO(100)] and create coherent interface models. Using the
aforementioned modeling process, a total of nine Ti/MgO(100)
coherent interface models are obtained, consisting of four

FIGURE 1
The crystal structures of three Ti unit cells and MgO unit cell, including Ti(001) (A), Ti(100) (B), Ti(101) (C) and MgO (D).

TABLE 1 Structure information of three Ti unit cells, including number of atoms
(N), atomic fractional coordinates, lattice constants [(ox, oy, oz), unit in Å], and
angles between lattice vectors [(xoy, yoz, xoz), unit in °].

Model N Coordinate (ox, oy, oz) (xoy, yoz, xoz)

Ti(001) 2
(0, 0, 0)

(3.02, 5.23, 4.78) (120, 90, 90)
(0.33, 0.67, 0.5)

Ti(100) 4

(0, 0, 0)

(3.02, 4.78, 5.23) (90, 90, 90)
(0.5, 0.5, 0.16)

(0.5, 0, 0.5)

(0, 0.5, 0.66)

Ti(101) 4

(0, 0, 0)

(3.02, 5.65, 5.23) (105.49, 62.45, 90)
(0.25, 0.5, 0.08)

(0.5, 0, 0.5)

(0.75, 0.5, 0.58)
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Ti(001)//MgO(100) models, two Ti(100)//MgO(100) models, and
three Ti(101)//MgO(100) models. It is important to note that each of
these nine models possesses its own distinct crystal orientation
relationships.

Interface separation work (Wsep) is commonly used to quantify the
strength of interface bonding. It is defined as the energy required to
separate an interface into two surfaces (Finnis, 1996). The formula for
Wsep is as Wsep = (ETi + EMgO–ETi/MgO)/S, where S represents the
interface area, and ETi and EMgO are the total energies of the separated
Ti and MgO slabs, respectively. ETi/MgO represents the total energy of
the entire interface system with the optimized interface distance. The
optimized interface distance can be determined by calculating the total
energy of the system as a function of the interface distance. Additionally,
the transfer of charges along the interface will be analyzed by calculating
electron density difference and atomic Mulliken charge population (Fu
et al., 2014). The density functional theory calculation module in ATK
software (Smidstrup et al., 2020) is chosen to do all calculations. Single
Zeta plus Polarization basis set (SZP) is used to describe the electron
wave function. Polarized Perdew-Burke-Emzerh of generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) is selected as the exchange and
correlation function (Perdew and Zunger, 1981). Grid mesh cut-off

energy is set to 80Hartree. K-pointmesh of 13 × 13×1 is chosen for total
energy calculation for all calculation models. The rest calculation
parameters are defaulted by the software.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The preferred growth orientations of Ti
film on MgO(100) substrate in experiment

Figure 3 shows XRD patterns of Ti film onMgO(100) substrate by
magnetron sputtering at 523 K. The substrate exhibits extremely high
peaks (135 kilo-counts) because of its single crystal structure. For Ti
film, Ti(002) shows the strongest reflection (3.4 kilo-counts), indicating
that the film is strongly textured with the Ti(002) plane. At the same
time, Ti(100), Ti(101) and Ti(004) show small diffraction peaks with
several hundred counts. Thus, titanium film exhibits three preferred
growth orientations, namely, Ti(001), Ti(100) and Ti(101), with Ti(001)

FIGURE 2
Schematic picture of establishing coherent interface model, including surface A (A), surface B (B) and coherent interface building (C).

FIGURE 3
XRD patterns of Ti film deposited on MgO(100) substrate by
magnetron sputtering at 523 K.

FIGURE 4
Cross-sectional view of Ti film on MgO(100) substrate deposited
by SEM.
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being the most preferred direction of growth. The thickness of the Ti
film was measured by taking cross-sectional view of the sample by SEM
(Figure 4). In the picture, the film is deposited along z direction. The
interface between Ti and MgO substrate is clear and flat. The titanium
film exhibits a smooth surface. The overall thickness of the titanium film
is around 17.5 μm, including a transition region of 1.5 μm and a clear
textured region of 16 μm.

3.2 Understanding the preferred growth
orientations of Ti film onMgO(100) substrate
by simulation

Nine coherent interface models of Ti/MgO(100) are constructed
using the “interface builder” toolbox. To determine the optimal
interface distance, the total energy of each model is calculated.
Figure 5 illustrates one calculation result of a Ti(001)//MgO(100)
interface model with an average strain ε of 4.50%. The system
exhibits the lowest energy when the interface distance is 3.0 Å. This
indicates that the optimized interface distance of the model is 3 Å.
When the interface distance is greater or less than 3 Å, the systemwill be
in a non-equilibrium state, corresponding to higher system energy. By
calculating the individual energies of Ti and MgO slabs, the interfacial
separation energy of the model can be obtained (0.048 eV/Å2).

Using the same computational procedure as illustrated in Figure 5,
the “system energy-interface distance” calculations were performed for
the remaining eight computational models. The results indicated a
similar trend for the “energy-interface distance” of eachmodel, whereby
the system energy reaches its minimum value at a specific interface
distance. Based on the optimized interface distance, we can calculate the
energies of Ti and MgO slabs, and get the lattice strains and interface
separation works for the nine Ti/MgO(100) models, are presented in
Figure 6. Firstly, onemodel belonging to Ti(101)//MgO(100) (labeled as
“1”) exhibits the highest interface separation work (0.131 eV/Å2). The
maximum interface separation work indicates the strongest interfacial

chemical bonding. However, our XRD results show that Ti(001) is the
preferred growth orientation on MgO (100) substrate, rather than
Ti(101). Therefore, it is not feasible to solely determine the most
preferred orientation of the Ti film on the MgO(100) substrate by
calculating the interface energy. At the same time, the model with the
maximum interfacial separation work (ε = 8.98%) does not have the
minimum lattice strain, indicating there is no direct relationship
between lattice strain and interfacial separation work.

Secondly, There are two models labeled as “2” and “3”, which
respectively belong to Ti(100)//MgO(100) and Ti(001)//MgO(100).
They possess similar interface separation works (0.112 and 0.105 eV/
Å2), with their values only being smaller than model 1. The growth
orientation of Ti film in model 3 is consistent with the experimental
result, indicating a (001) orientation. Additionally, model 3 exhibits the
smallest lattice strain (ε = 5.65%) among the three models. On one
hand, previous investigations on several metal/MgO systems [Nb/
MgO(100) (Fu et al., 2014), Nb/MgO(110) (Fang, Zhang, and
Zhang, 2016), Nb/MgO(111) (Fu et al., 2014), Fe/MgO(100), V/
MgO(100) (Du et al., 2017)] have demonstrated that the preferred
orientation of BCC metal films can be determined by calculating the
interfacial separation works. The interface separation work (Wsep) is a
crucial factor for assessingmetal film growth. In addition, lattice strain is
an important factor to determine the orientation of Ti crystal on the
MgO substrate and makes the between two misfit crystal planes
compatible. However, the nine coherent interfaces do not account
for the influence of dislocations on interface separation work.
Considering the XRD experimental findings, the interface separation
work and lattice strain of the threemodels (model 1, model 2 andmodel
3), we propose that the most preferred growth of titanium thin films on
MgO (100) substrates is determined by the combination of interface
separation work and lattice strain, and model 3 [Ti(001)//MgO(100)]
gives the most preferred growth orientation of Ti film on MgO(100)
substrate.

Currently, there is no relevant simulation study on simultaneously
considering the influence of interface energy and lattice strain energy on

FIGURE 5
Calculation result of system energy as a function of interface
distance for one Ti(001)//MgO(100) coherent interface model
(ε = 4.50%).

FIGURE 6
Calculation results of interface separation works for the nine Ti/
MgO(100) coherent interface models.
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the growth of preferred interfaces. In present work, we just built
coherent models to study the interface structure of Ti/MgO(100),
and did not consider the energy caused by lattice strain. For real
metal/oxide interfaces, the interface type is typically semi-coherent. To
clarify the role of interface energy and lattice strain energy in the
formation of preferred interfaces, a possible research direction is to
construct semi-coherent interface models, and quantitatively analyze
the roles of interface energy and lattice strain energy in the formation of
preferred interfaces. It should be noted that in this study, a static
approach was adopted to predict the preferred orientation of Ti crystal
structures onMgO(100) substrate. This is based on the assumption that
the experimentally obtained preferred interface structure is in
equilibrium. However, the deposition of metal films is a dynamic
process, and the interface structure between the metal and oxide is
influenced by various factors. If the substrate is rough or if the metal
film undergoes structural phase transitions during the deposition
process, this method cannot be used to predict the preferred
interface structure. In addition, in the XRD diffraction peaks, apart
from Ti(001), there are also Ti(101) and Ti(100). We speculate that
model 1 andmodel 2 correspond to the diffraction peaks of Ti(101) and
Ti(100) in XRD. The two structures (model 1 and model 2) are also
preferred growth orientations of Ti film on MgO(100) substrate.

3.3 The preferred interface structures
between Ti film and MgO(100) substrate

Titanium film exhibits three preferred growth orientations on
MgO(100) substrate, namely, Ti(001), Ti(100) and Ti(101), with
Ti(001) being the most favored direction of growth. Figure 7

presents the crystal structures of the three interface models (model
1, model 2, and model 3), and Table 2 provides the detailed structural
information. Previous studies have indicated that the bonding strength
at the interface primarily depends on the arrangement of atoms near the
interface. In Figure 7, all threemodels share the same substrate structure
but differ in the arrangement of titanium atoms in the film. In Model
1 [Ti(101)//MgO(100)], as indicated by the dashed lines, the first-layer
titanium atom is positioned directly above the oxygen atom on the
MgO(100) substrate. The second-layer titanium atom, which is in close
proximity to the first layer, is almost situated at the top of the oxygen
atom. The O-atop position is known to be the most stable adsorption
site for a single metal atom on the MgO(100) surface (Du et al., 2017).
As a result, the two titanium atoms in Model 1 are located at the most
stable adsorption sites, resulting in the highest interfacial binding
strength. Conversely, the second titanium atom in Model 2 and
Model 3 is not positioned at the top of the oxygen atom, leading to
a smaller value for interfacial separation work.

In addition, we also calculated the interface electronic structures of
the three models. The results of electron density difference (△ρ = ρA/

FIGURE 7
Crystal structures of three Ti/MgO(100) coherent interfacemodels with the interface separationworks of 0.131 (A), 0.112 (B) and 0.105 eV/Å2 (C). The
atomic matching at the interface is indicated by dashed lines, where the matching between the first layer of titanium and the substrate atoms is
represented by green dashed lines, and the matching between the second layer of titanium atoms and the substrate atoms is represented by yellow
dashed lines.

TABLE 2 Structure information of three Ti/MgO(100) coherent interface
models, including orientation along the interface (OR), interface distance (i,
unit in Å), lattice strain [(ε11, ε22, ε12), unit in %], average strain (ε, unit in %),
and interface separation work (Wsep, unit in eV/Å2).

Model OR i (ε11, ε22, ε12) ε Wsep

1 Ti(101)//MgO(100) 2.2 (7.55, 4.48, −14.9) 8.98 0.131

2 Ti(100)//MgO(100) 2.2 (0.69, 27.22, 0) 9.30 0.112

3 Ti(001)//MgO(100) 2.4 (16.27, 0.69, 0) 5.65 0.105
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B-ρA-ρB) and Mulliken charge difference (△M = MA/B-MA-MB) for
model 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figure 8. In the electron density
difference maps, the blue isosurface represents electron loss, while the
light red isosurface represents electron aggregation. In all three models,
titanium atoms lose electrons, while the magnesium oxide substrate
gains electrons. These electron gains and losses occur at the atoms near
the interface, indicating that the arrangement of atoms on both sides of
the interface determines the strength of chemical bonds at the interface.
Regarding the Mulliken charge difference results, the atoms in model
1 [Ti(101)//MgO(100)] on both sides of the interface experience the
strongest electron gain and loss, resulting in the strongest chemical
bonding. However, for model 2 and model 3, the Mulliken values
suggest that the interface bonding is relatively weak, corresponding to a
smaller interface separation work.

4 Conclusion

To summarize, we utilized magnetron sputtering to deposit a Ti
film onto an MgO(100) substrate. The analysis of XRD and first-
principles calculations allowed us to examine the preferred growth
orientations of the film and understand its formation mechanism.
Our findings revealed three preferred growth orientations: Ti(001),
Ti(100), and Ti(101), with Ti(001) being the most favored.
Furthermore, the calculation results demonstrated that the
preferred growth orientation of the Ti film on the MgO(100)
substrate was determined by a combination of interface
separation work and lattice strain.
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